How to Find a Job in a Tough Economy

1. Do you feel the workshop addressed the topic area?
   100% Yes

2. Do you feel the workshop was helpful to you?
   100% Yes

3. Do you think the location of the workshop was adequate and if not where would you suggest it be held?
   100% Yes

4. Was there enough pre-workshop publicity?
   89% Yes 11% No

5. In your estimation, was the speaker knowledgeable about the content area?
   100% Yes

6. Was the speaker engaging and enthusiastic in his/her presentation?
   89% Yes 11% No

7. Was the workshop presented in an entertaining, educational manner? If no, how could it be improved?
   89% Yes 11% No

8. Do you feel the workshop utilized technology in an appropriate manner?
   100% Yes

9. Do you feel this workshop is worth having?
   100% Yes

10. Would you recommend this workshop to your peers?
    100% Yes

11. Do you feel the date and time was appropriate? If not please provide suggestions.
    89% Yes 11% No
    • Should be at 4:30 because classes are still in session
    a. Do you feel the length in time of the workshop was ok?
       100% Yes

12. Why did you attend this workshop?
    5- Class Requirement 4- Interest in topic

13. Do you have any suggestions for topic areas for future workshops?

14. Any suggestions or comments on how the workshop could be improved?